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Abstract—This paper investigates the effect on difficulty
and enjoyment of varying amounts of Partial Observability
within a ghost-versus-pacman game. We perform two main
experiments, one with Artificial Intelligence agents to investigate difficulty, and the second with human participants to
investigate enjoyment. We find that as sight limit increases
in one type of Partial Observability, the Ghosts benefit more
than Ms. Pac-Man; due to their ability to work as a team and
collectively see more of the board. We also find unusual results
from human participants that contradict Artificial Intelligence
tests. Finally we conclude that although Artificial Intelligence
experiments may sometimes give a rough proxy for the level of
enjoyment and difficulty a human might find in a game, they
cannot be relied upon in all cases to be a reliable link, and
some counterexamples do exist.

Figure 1. Partial observability in the Ms. Pac-Man Vs Ghost Team
Competition: only the black cells are visible.

Index Terms—Partial Observability, Artificial Intelligence,
Game Design, Ms. Pac-Man

I. Introduction
The research question this paper investigates is how
does varying the amount of Partial Observability (PO) in
a game affect fun and difficulty. To do this, we experiment
with Artificial Intelligence (AI) assisted game design using
both AI agents and human players in the Ms. Pac-Man
Vs Ghost Team Competition [1]. This competition was
started to promote high quality research into AI in a
co-operative PO environment. Competitors could submit
either a Ms. Pac-Man agent or a Ghost Team of four
agents. These agents were then played against each other
to form rankings. The legacy of the competition is that it
has provided a number of different ready-made AI agents
that have already been evaluated in a competitive setting.
This made the work of this paper, and other meta-studies
in future, possible.
Ms. Pac-Man is a widely known and internationally
successful arcade game from 1982 that has also had
a large amount of research interest from the game AI
community [2]. The addition of PO into Ms. Pac-Man has
been done before as an AI challenge in [3] as well as in
the competition framework used in this paper. Figure 1
shows the PO restriction used in the competition.
PO is the impairment of the ability of an agent to
completely observe its environment. The original Ms. PacMan game is fully observable, since both the human player
controlling Ms. Pac-Man and the ghost AI, can see the
entire board. PO is implemented in the Ms. Pac-Man
competition by withholding information from the players,
i.e. agents do not always receive details of the locations
of the other agents. In order to allow for the ghosts to
operate as a team, the competition framework features a

communication Application Programming Interface (API)
that allows the ghosts to pass messages to each other at
a restricted rate.
PO can add to the excitement in a game, with horror
games typically using PO to build suspense and shock
the player with sudden appearances. The use of PO could
potentially induce emotional responses such as anxiety,
fear, claustrophobia, or frustration during play. Getting
the balance wrong and hiding too much means the player
cannot make good decisions and loses agency their effect
in the environment. Showing too much to the player and
you miss out on some of the suspense and drama that
could make a good game great.
On the other hand, the use of PO in games is often
implemented in a predictable way in different game genres
(Table I). This clichéd usage reduces the impact of the
mechanic as it is often not an integral part of the game,
and is potentially detrimental to the games industry.
New and interesting mechanics are needed to stop games
converging.
Symmetric PO is defined to be where all objects in the
game have identical abilities to observe the environment
as each other. Some First-Person Shooter (FPS) games
enable asymmetric PO, for example by allowing players to
choose various perks or upgrades that can alter visibility.
Being able to “sneak” removes certain players from the
minimap, whilst other perks allow temporary x-ray vision
to add additional observations.
In Ms. Pac-Man, the Ghosts outnumber Ms. Pac-Man
four to one. This could make a case for not allowing
the Ghosts to see as much as Ms. Pac-Man in order to
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Table I
Examples of PO in games.
First-Person Shooter
Real-Time Strategy
Platform Games
Role-Playing Game
Horror

The field of view presented to the player naturally restricts sight. Often a shorter range “minimap” is provided
with restrictions that can vary from game to game.
The game often calculates what all of the player’s units can see, and then obscures the rest.
The game often only presents a viewport with the character within it, and progression through the game moves
the viewport.
The field of view is often restricted to whatever the character could potentially see.
The view is often dark and poorly lit. Enemies will purposefully hide from the player until ready and combined
with ominous sound effects more can be said with the unseen than the seen.

balance the game. This could be tweaked with the use of
survivability analysis, followed by testing good candidate
settings on human participants. For simplicity, the Ms.
Pac-Man competition engine currently enforces identical
restrictions on all AI agents.
Communication can be a vital tool for agents working
in a team, especially if those agents are within a PO environment. Agents have to make decisions from a number
of variables, and when working in a team some of those
variables rely on predictions of what co-workers will do in
the future. In a Complete Observability (CO) environment
and working with purely reactive deterministic agents, it
is possible to perfectly predict their actions. With this
knowledge, an agent can then plan its own actions to
best achieve the team goal. Non-determinism in co-workers
can often be reasoned about with algorithms such as
MCTS [4]. Non-reactive agents are harder still to cooperate with, and communication can be a solution to
allow co-ordination between such agents.
When moving to a PO environment, everything becomes
more difficult. When the local environment is unobservable, it becomes impossible to predict the actions even
of agents which are purely reactive (i.e. have no internal
state) and deterministic. In this case, information is key,
and communication allows the sharing of each agent’s local
environment with their co-workers. This removes most of
the difficulties, although there may still be the problem
of communication delays.
When an agent is non-deterministic, or when it has
capabilities beyond being purely reactive (for example,
when it has some form of hidden internal state upon
which to base its decisions), it becomes even more difficult,
but not impossible, to co-operate with. Williams et al [4]
found that in a PO co-operative environment, MCTS
could sometimes overcome these challenges by making
random assumptions to reason against the worst-case coworker strategy. Any improvement over this assumption
in MCTS’ actual co-worker’s strategy simply resulted in
better than expected results.
Creating AI agents for PO environments can often
be more difficult than the same environment without
restrictions. Hidden information makes various AI tasks
harder such as creating accurate heuristics and forming
accurate forward models for tree search methods. There
has been a large amount of previous research into AI
agents for PO, including PO Pac-Man [3], PO games such
as poker [5], as well as co-operative PO games such as

Hanabi [6].
Computer games are fundamentally games, and many
techniques for designing games are equally applicable to
computer games such as Ms. Pac-Man. Hunicke et al [7]
define the Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics (MDA)
framework. By their definition the PO restriction added
into Ms. Pac-Man is a mechanic, as the restriction is a
fundamental part of the control mechanism.
Koster [8] states that fun comes from the pursuit of
mastery of a game. If this is true then potentially a
more difficult game would be more difficult to master,
but provide a longer source of fun as the player tries to
master it. Koster also makes the observation that games
are linked, often only changed by a single element. This
is the process used to create PO Ms. Pac-Man - the same
game but with the single element of visibility altered.
Nelson and Mateas [9] describe a method to formalize
game mechanics as well as how to generate games that
utilize those mechanics. The authors make use of both
WordNet and ConceptNet to reason about which verbs
and nouns make sense together. A working example is
provided that produces games in the style of Nintendo’s
WarioWare series.
Browne and Maire [10] create the general game system
Ludi to generate and test new games. The authors are
succesfull in creating intersting and publishable new games
through the system.
Isaksen et al [11], [12], [13] give a method that explores
the game space of the popular mobile game Flappy Bird.
By varying multiple parameters such as jump height, tube
spacing, and bird speed they locate “playable” games and
try to find the most different but still playable locations
in the design space. They use play testing to obtain a
more subjective evaluation of the different games and find
that they are significantly different to the original game
in challenge, game feel, and theme.
Khajah et al [14] used Bayesian methods to design
games and evaluated them to maximise user engagement
with the generated games. The evaluation used participants that played the games for several minutes and then
they had the option to either stop or continue to play the
game with no further compensation. Total play time was
used as well as a post-game survey. The results indicate
that a user’s self-perception of competence is critical.
Perez et al [15] take agents from the successful General
Video Game Artificial Intelligence (GVGAI) competition
and analyse exactly how robust they are when presented
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with a noisy forward model as well as modified reward
signals. Results show that some of the AI agents are robust
to such changes. AI that can play a wide variety of games
is crucial to the task of AI assisted game design.
Kunanusont et al [16] used the N-Tuple Bandit Evolutionary Algorithm to adjust game settings before evaluating the games with a series of General Video Game
Artificial Intelligence (GVGAI) agents. The authors found
that the Bandit algorithm was better than Random Mutation Hill Climber (RMHC) at optimising the parameters.
Evaluating each game generated is an expensive process
so any improvement that reduces the number of games
generated that need evaluating is a great help.
Computer games have benefited from a large number
of studies on the effect that they have on people. A large
amount of this has been on the psychological impact of
games on both adults and children, but a reasonable
amount of research has been carried out on measuring
enjoyment in games. Naturally there is interest in discovering why games are fun, but so far much of the research
has simply focused on actually measuring fun itself.
Beume et al [17] compared algorithmic measurements
from [18] with questionnaire responses. They found that
the algorithmic measurements were not suitable for measuring fun, and got better answers from the questionnaires.
Ryan et al [19] measure game enjoyment in a number
of studies and find that the self determination theories
autonomy, competence, and relatedness factors predict
enjoyment of games.
Fang et al [20] developed a questionnaire that extends
the work of Nabi and Krcmar [21] to measure affective,
behavioural, and cognitive reactions of respondents. This
technique was then revised with the input of expert
consultants as well as exploratory and confirmatory card
sorting sessions. The final version resulted in 11 questions,
5 for effect, 3 for behaviour, and 3 for cognition, that
measured enjoyment in games.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

Section II - details the game environment that is used
for the experiments as well as specific modifications
made for these experiments.
Section III - describes an experiment performed with
a series of agents from the most recent iteration of
the competition to evaluate the difficulty of various
PO configurations.
Section IV - describes an experiment whereby human
participants play the game in two different configurations and then answer a questionnaire to determine
how difficult and enjoyable they found the different
games.
Section V - gives a conclusion to the pair of experiments.
Section VI - discusses some potential future work that
could be performed.

II. Game Environment
The game environment is the Ms. Pac-Man Vs Ghost
Team Competition code-base as described in [1]. This is a
close approximation of the original arcade version of Ms.
Pac-Man. It has a few minor deviations from the original
game such as missing the bonus fruits and not giving
Ms. Pac-Man the slight cornering advantage that resulted
from the pixel-perfect collision system originally present
in the arcade game1 . There is a considerable API available
in the engine to provide utility functions for path-finding
and information gathering critical to the AI agents.
The Ms. Pac-Man engine supports three types of PO
each with a sight limit enforced. They are Radius, Line-ofSight (LOS), and Forward Facing Line-of-Sight (FF-LOS),
as shown in Figure 2.
III. Artificial Intelligence Experiments
The AI experiments investigate the effect of varying
PO on Ms. Pac-Man’s scores, as a crude measurement
of difficulty for both the ghost team and Ms. Pac-Man.
A series of games were run consisting of each possible
permutation of the following five independent variables:
• POType - This is the type of PO used, and can take
any of the three values in Figure 2.
• Sight Limit - This is the number of nodes in the
graph that the POType uses to limit the visibility.
Takes values from 5 to 50 with a step of 5.
• Ms. Pac-Man agent - This is the agent controlling
the Ms. Pac-Man character with the possible agents
shown in Table II.
• Ghost Team agents - This is the agent controlling the
ghosts with the possible agents shown in Table III.
• Communication - Communication was either on or
off.
The set of agents were decided by choosing the best
five agents from the 2017 Ms. Pac-Man Vs Ghost Team
Competition, as well as a middle placing agent and the
bottom placing agent. These agents represent a variety
of good agents, middle agents, and poor agents, which
have all been tested in an open public competition on
the same code base. The original competition that these
agents competed in was run with the LOS PO restriction
and a sight limit of 50 with communication enabled for the
ghost team. The entrants were aware of the restrictions
that would be used on their AI agents.
A. Results
For each combination of the independent variables listed
above, 100 individual games were played, and their scores
recorded. This gave a target total of 3×10×7×7×2×100 =
294, 000 games. However some games were incomplete as
occasionally the AI agents crashed. This could happen
since the AI agents were running beyond their design
1 The use of pixels for collision led the rounder Ms. Pac-Man to be
able to turn a corner slightly earlier than the ghosts, giving a small
speed boost.
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(a) Radius

(b) Line-of-Sight

(c) Forward Facing Line-of-Sight

This restriction shows only what
the agent can see in a circular
fashion with the sight limit
determining the radius of the
circle of sight that can be seen.

This restriction shows only
what the agent can see in the
four cardinal directions up until
the next maze obstacle or the
sight limit whichever is nearer

This restriction is the same as
LOS but only works in the
cardinal direction the agent is
currently facing.

Figure 2. The three modes of Partial Observability visualised.

Table II
Ms. Pac-Man agents used.
Agent

Technique

SubtleBattle
giangrocker
thunder
ToSc
BaHe
ImHa
MaFr

One Step Lookahead
MCTS
Beam Search
State Machine
State Machine
Multi-Objective MCTS
MCTS

Table III
Ghost Team agents used.
Agent

Technique

MaFr
TiIsFePre
thunder
POGC
NiStTiTi
POG
FlBe

MCTS
State Machine
Rule Based
Rule Based
State Machine
Rule Based
State Machine

specification (e.g. having communication switched off, or
using a different PO mode from the original competition).
The result was 174,871 successfully recorded games.
Figures 3 to 5 each show one of the three types of PO
restriction, with a separate data series for each Ms. PacMan agent averaged over all of the Ghost agents at each
sight limit. Figures 6 to 8 each show one of the three
types of PO restriction, with a separate data series for
each Ghost agent averaged over all of the Ms. Pac-Man
agents at each sight limit
Figure 9 shows the score difference between having or
not having communication at a sight limit of 50 on the
LOS PO restriction.
It is important to remember at all times that the scores

Figure 3. Effect of increasing “radius” sight limit on scores achieved
by various Ms. Pac-Man agents.

correspond to Ms. Pac-Man’s score - so when data on
Ghosts is presented a lower score indicates that the Ghost
performed better.
B. Discussion
To investigate whether the difference in ability between
Ms. Pac-Man and the Ghost Team is due to an advantage
in increased sight, we compiled a graph showing on
average how many nodes were visible to either the Ghost
Team or Ms. Pac-Man in Figure 10. It is important
to remember that the Ghosts cannot directly share this
visibility, and there is a small delay on the information
that they can share. The advantage that the agents gain
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Figure 4. Effect of increasing “LOS” sight limit on scores achieved
by various Ms. Pac-Man agents.

Figure 6. Effect of increasing “radius” sight limit on scores achieved
by various Ms. Pac-Man agents.

Figure 5. Effect of increasing “FF-LOS” sight limit on scores
achieved by various Ms. Pac-Man agents.

Figure 7. Effect of increasing “LOS” sight limit on scores achieved
by various Ghost agents.

from an increasing sight limit in the three modes of PO
is interesting to view. The two lines for FF-LOS are
indistinguishable from each other while for LOS the ghosts
have on average twice the number of nodes visible at
one time. For the LOS and FF-LOS modes, very little
is gained as the sight limit increases. This is likely due
to the fact that the agents are most often in tight little
corners with obstacles being the limiting factor rather than
the sight limit itself. Radius gives another story, showing
a reasonable increase as the sight limit increases. It is
worth mentioning that the ghosts on average can see over
twice as much of the map as Ms. Pac-Man for all the sight
limits.
In the case of the Radius restriction most Ms. PacMan agents perform worse as the sight limit increases

with a corresponding increase in performance of the Ghost
agents (Figures 3 and 6). This is likely due to the ghosts
enjoying over twice the benefit of extra sight than Ms.
Pac-Man does (Figure 10). In LOS most Ms. Pac-Man
agents perform roughly the same across the board with
fairly flat lines as sight limit increases (Figure 4). The
same is repeated for the five agents that completed games
in FF-LOS (Figure 5).
One of the better agents from the competition, giangrocker, shows a significant benefit with additional sight
limits (Figures 3 and 4). In the LOS mode, giangrocker
needs the full 50-node sight limit to reach the same levels of
performance as BaHe and SubtleBattle (Figure 4) whilst
with the Radius PO restriction (Figure 3) giangrocker
overtakes all other agents at the 20-node sight limit
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Figure 8. Effect of increasing “FF-LOS” sight limit on scores
achieved by various Ghost agents.

Figure 10. Average number of board nodes visible to the agents, in
different PO modes, as sight limit increases.

they were designed for did not include this restriction.
The effect of communication being switched on or off
(Figure 9) shows that there is a significant difference for
some agents. We can see that all ghosts show a positive
gain (lower score) with communication on, but the most
affected agents are POGC and TiIsFePre.
IV. Human-Participation Experiments
This experiment tasks participants with playing the role
of a single ghost, in a small selection of games that have
altered PO or communication in them, and then filling
out a questionnaire to obtain results.

Figure 9. Effect of communication on scores by Ghost agents at a
sight limit of 50 on LOS.

and gains an impressive lead. This improvement as sight
increases is, to a lesser degree, shown in the other two
Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) agents (ImHa and
MaFr). Increasing the sight limit in the Radius restriction
results in a large gain in information for the agent. MCTS
in a PO environment has to make educated guesses about
the environment in order to build its tree, with the
accuracy of those guesses reducing the number of possible
games the algorithm has to reason over. This reduction
means that a higher proportion of the tree is relevant to
the game leading to more accurate calculations made with
that tree.
Many agents struggled to complete some games, especially those under the FF-LOS restriction (Figures 5
and 8). The error logs showed exceptions in the controller
code, and it is worth mentioning that the competition

A. Setup
The participants were given a short presentation containing detailed instructions on how to operate the game,
as well as what the various location aids on the screen
mean. Human players found it surprisingly difficult to
get used to playing the role of a ghost, for example due
to the inability of ghosts to reverse direction, and the
difficulty for experienced Ms. Pac-Man players to focus on
their ghost and pursuit, instead of on Ms. Pac-Man and
fleeing. The participants were therefore allowed to play
three practice games in a fully observable environment, to
get accustomed to the control system and ghost behaviour,
before starting the main experiment. This was to try and
isolate the difficulty of the controls from the observability.
The experiment was conducted in as strict and consistent a manner as possible. All data was gathered on
the same machines in the same room and configuration.
The participants were tested individually, where each
participant took control of the first Ghost (Blinky). The
remaining three ghosts were controlled by an AI agent.
Each participant took one of two comparison experiments, where they compared two variants of the game,
and then filled out a questionnaire about their experience.
In comparison-experiment A, the participant played a
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Table IV
Settings for the four games in the Human Experiment.
Game:
Setting:
PO
Sight Limit
Location Aid
Ghost AI

Practice

Radius+

LOS+

LOS-

Radius
∞
No
POG

Radius
50
Yes
POGC

LOS
50
Yes
POGC

LOS
50
No
POG

version of the game with PO in Radius mode, and a
version of the game with PO in LOS mode, for comparison.
These are described as Game Radius with Communication
(Radius+) and Game LOS with Communication (LOS+)
respectively. In comparison-experiment B, the participant
played a version of the game in PO LOS mode with
communication switched on and a game in PO LOS mode
with communication switched off. These are described as
Game LOS+ and Game LOS without Communication
(LOS-) respectively. The four games that participants
interacted with are describe in Table IV. After completing
the games, the participants were given the questionnaire.
The game used modified visuals to give the PO view
required, as well as to visualise communication from other
ghosts. The modifications include covering non visible
areas of the map with a dark grey colouring, as well as the
display of “location aids” to represent messages passed by
the ghost team. These include a yellow circle to indicate
the last observed location of Ms. Pac-Man, and coloured
squares to indicate the locations of each ghost. A green
circle was added to help the player focus on their own
ghost. These are shown in Figure 11. The player used
standard keyboard controls to steer their ghost (i.e. arrow
keys or WASD keys).
Communication is a critical part of the ghost strategy
for handling PO. When communication is switched on in
the game, messages are automatically sent on behalf of the
player requiring no extra effort or skill from the player.
These messages are shown as location aids on screen for
the user and are accessible through the API to the AI
agents.
Within each comparison experiment, the order that
participants played the two games was randomised. To
simplify things from the participant’s point of view, the
two game variants they played were referred to simply as
“First Game” or “Second Game” during the experiment
and in the subsequent questionnaire. The participants
were asked to play two games of the first game followed by
two games of the second game. This was then processed
into either Game Radius+, Game LOS+, or Game LOSas appropriate.
The questionnaire given to participants differed slightly
between the two experiments. Both forms contained
questions taking a user id, the scores obtained in the
games, the age range of the participant, and the gender of
the participant. Shared questions are shown in Table V.
The additional questions for Experiment A are shown
in Table VI, and the additional questions for Experiment

Figure 11. The graphical changes to the game environment to display
required information to human participants.

B are shown in Table VII. The questionnaire focuses on
asking questions comparing the player experience between
the two game variants under comparison.
B. Results
The results for the various questionnaires have been
compiled, calculated, and displayed in Tables VIII and IX.
In total, 16 people2 completed experiment A and 14
people3 completed experiment B.
The results show significance on a number of the
questions given to participants. Those completing Experiment A gave a significant result that they enjoyed
Game Radius+ the most and found Game LOS+ the most
difficult to play. In both experiments, participants did not
feel claustrophobic.
In Experiment A participants found the location aid
most useful in Game Radius+ rather than Game LOS+
whilst in Experiment B participants found that the location aid was useful when it was present in Game LOS+.
C. Discussion
The following subsections will individually discuss parts
of the results. It is important to remember that while
Game LOS+ was used in both experiments, the answers
are all comparative.
1) Difficulty: Difficulty was measured in two ways for
each experiment. The first method mirrors the AI experiments by obtaining score information for each participant.
The second method was question 7 and partially question
8.
Looking at the scores (Table IX) obtained, Game
Radius+ is the easiest for humans with an average of 4581
which is much lower than the averages for Game LOS+
(5889, 5765). Game LOS- interestingly on average scores
2 M/F:
3 M/F:

13/3, Age: [18-24: 8, 25-34: 5, 35-49: 2, 50-64: 1]
13/1, Age: [18-24: 8, 25-34: 3, 35-49: 1, 50-64: 2]
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Table V
Questions for both tests. Some housekeeping questions are omitted.
#

Question

Options

5

In all three games the controls were the same. How difficult did
you find the controls?
Which game did you enjoy the most?
Which game did you find the most difficult?
Which game did you find the most frustrating
In which game did you feel the most claustrophobic?

5 point scale “Easy”(1) → “Difficult”(5)

6
7
8
9

First Game
First Game
First Game
First Game
phobic

/ Neither
/ Neither
/ Neither
/ Second

/ Second Game
/ Second Game
/ Second Game
Game / Didn’t Feel / Equally Claustro-

Table VI
Additional questions for the first test. Questions re-ordered from questionnaire so that Question 10 matches between experiments better.
#

Question

Options

10

In which game did you find the location aid most useful?

11

In which game did you find the location aid more noticeable?

First Game / Second Game / Didn’t Find Useful / Equally
Useful
First Game / Second Game / Didn’t Notice / Equally Noticeable

Table VII
Additional questions for the second test.
#

Question

Options

10

Did you find the location aid in the first game useful?

Yes / No / Didn’t Notice

Results of the questionnaire. An
Question

∗

Table VIII
by the question name indicates p < 0.05 from a χ2 test.

Results (%)

5A
5B

1(25.00)
1(42.86)

2(18.75)
2(28.57)

3(25.00)
3(14.29)

6A∗
6B

Radius+(56.25)
LOS+(57.14)

N(6.25)
N(7.14)

LOS+(37.50)
LOS-(35.71)

7A∗
7B

Radius+(12.50)
LOS+(42.86)

LOS+(81.25)
LOS-(50.00)

N(6.25)
N(7.14)

8A
8B

Radius+(12.50)
LOS+(14.29)

LOS+(43.75)
LOS-(35.71)

N(43.75)
N(50.00)

9A∗
9B∗

Radius+(6.25)
LOS+(7.14)

LOS+(25.00)
LOS-(21.43)

DF(68.75)
DF(71.43)

EC(0.00)
EC(0.00)

10A∗

Radius+(56.25)

LOS+(25.00)

DFU(6.25)

EU(12.50)

Yes(78.57)

No(14.29)

DN(7.14)

Radius+(37.50)

LOS+(25.00)

DN(6.25)

10B∗
11A

Table IX
Average scores obtained in the human experiments.
Experiment
A
B

Radius+

LOS+

LOS-

4581

5889
5765

5065

better with 5065, despite the game being theoretically
harder. Game LOS- was predicted to be harder by the AI
experiments (Figure 9). It is possible that the additional
on-screen information proved to be more distracting than
useful to people which is a problem AIs will not suffer
from. The two cohorts found Game LOS+ similarly
difficult when looking at scores with close averages.
Looking at the questionnaire results for Experiment
A, the participants found that Game LOS+ was the

4(25.00)
4(7.14)

5(6.25)
5(7.14)

EN(31.25)

most difficult with significance while Experiment B was
inconclusive between Game LOS+ and Game LOS-. The
AI experiments showed a much smaller gap between Game
Radius+ and Game LOS+ and a large gap in scores
between Game LOS+ and Game LOS-.
2) Enjoyment: While there are no AI results covering
enjoyment, question 6 from the questionnaire covers enjoyment of the games for humans. Enjoyment in Experiment
A showed that Game Radius+ was significantly better
than Game LOS+. Experiment B proved less significant
with Game LOS+ taking the lead nonetheless.
3) Communication: Communication is measured for
humans through both questions as well as the scores in
Experiment B. AIs were measured for their use of communication on scores alone. As mentioned previously humans
performed worse with communication than without, con-
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tradicting the AI results who performed better.
In Experiment A, players found the location aid more
noticeable and more useful in Game Radius+ than they
did in Game LOS+. These results are perhaps counterintuitive, expecting the location aids to be more useful as
vision decreases. In Experiment B the results are more one
sided, with the majority saying that it was useful to have
communication. Filtering the data to obtain scores for
Game LOS+ and Game LOS- for those participants that
stated that communication was useful yielded averages of
5112 for Game LOS+ and 4762 for Game LOS-4 . Therefore
despite believing communication was useful, on average it
was not beneficial to the scores. This is an interesting
result with no definitive reason why this might be the
case. Comments from the participants hint at a potential
information overload, perhaps making the communication
hints a distraction that cost them game performance.
4) Frustration: In both experiments, more participants
found the most restrictive game visually (Game LOS+
for Experiment A and Game LOS- for Experiment B) the
most frustrating, but the majority found neither game to
be frustrating.
5) Claustrophobia: In both experiments, the majority
of participants declared that they did not feel claustrophobic in either game.
V. Conclusions
In conclusion it is clear that altering PO within the
game of Ms. Pac-Man has a noticeable effect on the game
itself. Firstly, it is worth re-iterating that the balance of
the game changes as visibility does, with ghosts seeing
on average over twice as much of the maze as Ms. PacMan in Radius mode. AI experiments have shown that an
advantage in the amount of the map that is visible tends
to be an important influence on the performance of agents
depending on their particular strategies.
Secondly we found that the presence of communication
for the Ghost team is beneficial for AIs but conversely
found that it appears to hinder human performance despite the majority of participants declaring communication
to be useful. This is a particularly interesting result
because it appears to suggest that features people enjoy
are not always the features that provide an advantage for
them but perhaps a challenge.
Finally it is recommended that the use of AI proxies as
indicators for human enjoyment should be done cautiously.
There are aspects of human game playing that are difficult
to emulate in AI agents such as the inability for humans
to focus on all of even a small game state at once or the
lightning fast reflexes of an AI. Making more human-like
game AI in general is an important goal to enable more
accurate estimation human player experience, and whether
this is best done by building AI agents that model specific
aspects of perception and cognition, or by using general
learning agents trained on human behaviour is an open
question.
4 The scores are very noisy but it would take an unfeasible number
of participants to bring the error to a reasonable level.

VI. Future Work
This section discusses some possible future avenues that
research could take to further the work in this paper.
A. Different Games
This exploration of Ms. Pac-Man needs expanding into
other games and types of games to try to correlate
patterns and variations between games. If similar results
are found in similar games it would be possible to derive
stronger guidelines about the use of PO within games as
a mechanic, opening the way offer new and interestingly
different ways to play many classic games.
B. Different Alterations
This paper has explored some ways that PO could be
altered in the game of Ms. Pac-Man. There are presumably
a number of other interesting ways such as asymmetric PO
between the ghost team and pacman. This would represent
a much finer grained approach to changing the game, and
potentially provide better results.
C. Other New Mechanics
This paper has discussed at length the use of PO as a
game mechanic but there are other things that could be
used as well. The effect of communication within a PO
environment is worth deeper analysis, with different types
of communication as well as tweaking various parameters
such as message delay, cost of delivery, or chance of successful delivery. Altering these parameters could provide
an interesting effect on the game, potentially adding some
strategy to whether a person should communicate that is
not currently present.
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